oh yeah

hello hello hello

hello race Paolo

there's stuff on the seat in that man

well doing come on

hello nice to see you good morning you

look excellent at what is going well

look at the chin solution just a little

bit better I will take my jacket off on

the plane

get more inflation okay Paulo please

come here and make a wish because you

are between two sashes

[Music]
[Music]

fine

so well here let's go okay the step

forward please thank you

that's excellent

a lot of nemanja attention please that

bowl yes that's all any questions please

well a question to all crew members what

are your feelings what are your thoughts

well when living as well as me well

Paula mentioned Gagarin used to say

let's go finally so finally training has
been very successful and we can't wait to start working so we're looking forward to we're gonna start working we have been to the station already we want to go back to the station and we do anticipate excellent professional work and what are your feelings compared to the first slide does it feel different well yes it does feel different because back then when I wouldn't I had an idea of where I was going but that didn't know and my idea of what it was going to do like was different from reality at this time I know exactly where I'm going
in this time further nikolai shear

44 00:04:55.220 --> 00:04:59.360
chicken is also waiting for me there we

45 00:04:57.560 --> 00:05:04.220
just can't escape him and i know for a

46 00:04:59.360 --> 00:05:06.379
fact that i'm going back home and what

47 00:05:04.220 --> 00:05:07.370
are you going to do during these weeks

48 00:05:06.379 --> 00:05:10.250
of training

49 00:05:07.370 --> 00:05:13.569
what is your mindset well we are ready

50 00:05:10.250 --> 00:05:16.189
to go when they have 12 days left and

51 00:05:13.569 --> 00:05:18.939
this is the family familiarization

52 00:05:16.189 --> 00:05:22.038
with our spacecraft with our vehicle

53 00:05:18.939 --> 00:05:27.168
practicing certain details of procedures

54 00:05:22.038 --> 00:05:29.240
because there are always new details

55 00:05:27.168 --> 00:05:33.668
then working with the specialists

56 00:05:29.240 --> 00:05:37.098
discussing smaller new answers about

57 00:05:33.668 --> 00:05:40.279
communication landing planning for the
first day on the station this is very important major milestone in space cooperation now you're under way and the final leg of your journey to orbit through crewmates your thoughts on the evolution of space flight since Apollo Soyuz 42 years ago today I'm very thankful that the start of the handshake across the hatch with Alexei Leonov and Tom Stafford is the same one that we have today that Sergey and Paolo and I will launch in on an international crew to the International Space Station
join another in Africa that's onboard

and that I hope and pray that that will continue another 42 years for forty two millennia together as we as human beings

explore the solar system what do you think about Russian spacecraft spaceship were using an image I think ours will be even more beautiful than Argo the one before us it's going to have a collision what kind of musical what kind of movie style taken videos which in this place well actually are not taking much I'm not another guy that usually listen to music music is very interesting to me
other I stop and listen to it otherwise, it bothers me so I then or you've seen this always sing myself yeah but you know I'm actually looking forward to fly with the crew to the International Space Station I'm looking forward to be there working I'm looking forward to meet my previous crew they didn't want me at that time a few month ago so I'm going to go back there and say hello to them as a crew and looking forward to work on station we'll listen to music once in a while but our main goal is to be there and work do I really think I should ask
my wife but that especially a shower

yeah yeah in the shower well anything I

mean I like to think that the song that

I grew up with the way Chad typical

Italian song but anything is good as

long as it's good any music it's funny I

think any music is pretty good

oh you know Russian language

that kind of yes III know it but I don't

know enough but to stay out of trouble

so I try to use it in the in the

spacecraft because we need and when we

talked like I was I will I will make an

effort to be a little bit more converter

this next time again welcome you to give
Sergei what language will you be speaking well we're going to use our regular crew member talk which is a mix of Russian, English and Italian so the most important thing is that we understand each other and the rest doesn't matter have you studied Italian would you well it is work in progress I can think in Italian I had can't speak yet so sergei nikolaivich could you please tell us about the science program what kind of experiments you're going to be working on other any exciting interesting experiments well of
course there is always a question about

the most exciting experiments and all of

them are exciting we do have a very

comprehensive science program and it is

an international science program there

are a lot of joint experiments treason

and experiments in different fields in

physics in chemistry in biology matter

in health care jiwu and in ecology etc

so if you look at our program overall

there are over 300 experiments which is

very interesting it's exciting and

that's why with life there because the

International Space Station is a huge
science laboratory and not on the IRA

pilots and engineers were but also we're

scientists well every land that you wish

to experiment with unfortunately the

experiment that we planned had planned

for that experiment didn't make it to

the station it was supposed to be

deliberate and genuine progress well and

we are going to grow micro organisms

certain uses were so simple you see some

other objects of course we would like to

have our own garden however I think it

will be

work of future group members will there
be any key fear well of course there

158
00:10:07,200 --> 00:10:12,330
will be because you don't need some

159
00:10:09,149 --> 00:10:48,379
variety a food aboard the station and

160
00:10:12,330 --> 00:10:48,379
thank you very much reverse you need

161
00:10:57,029 --> 00:11:00,759
[Music]